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FIRST YEAR SECOND SEMESTER EXAMINATION FOR THE DIPLOMA IN 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

 
CIT 2151: FUNDAMENTAL OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING  

 
DATE: AUGUST 2019                                                                                     TIME: 11/2 HOURS 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Answer question one and any other two questions 
 

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

a) Define the following terms as used in computer programming. Give an example in 

each 

i. Computer program       (1 mark) 

ii. Identifier         (2 marks) 

iii.  Function         (1 mark) 

b) Differentiate between the following as used in programming  

i. Operator and expression       (2 marks) 

ii. Object code and source code      (2 marks) 

c) Describe two properties of algorithms in programming    (4 marks) 

d) Write a C program that prompts for the input of three numbers and outputs their 

product          (6 marks) 

e) Outline the difference between while loop and for loop statements as used in 

programming         (4 marks) 

f) State two advantages of C programming language   (2 marks) 

g) Describe two advantages of assembly languages    (2 marks) 
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h) Describe the usage usage of the following operators   (4 marks) 

i. ++ 

ii. // 

iii.  = 

iv. = = 

   

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS) 

a) Explain two basic data types used in C programming. Give examples in each  

(4 marks) 

b) Write a C program that outputs the sum of all odd integer numbers between 10 and 20

          (5 marks) 

c) Write a C program that outputs the following numbers, 5 10 15 20  (3 marks) 

d) Write a C program that inputs the subject marks of a student and tell him/her the 

remark that he/she has obtained it the subject. The grading criteria is as follows 

(8 marks) 

           

Mark  Remark  

90 and above EXCELLENT  

80 - 89 GOOD 

70 - 79 AVERAGE 

60 - 69 PASS 

Below 60 FAIL 

 If the student fail specify that the student will be required to sit for a supplementary 

examination         

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS) 

a) Explain two advantages and two disadvantages of high level languages (6 marks) 

b) Write a C program to read the hourly rate and the hours worked for each day of a four-

day work week, as these hours may vary from day to day. It should calculate the total 

hours and the gross pay. Output the hourly rate, total hours and gross pay             

(Gross pay=total hours*hourly rate)      (8 marks) 
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c) Explain the steps that a programmer has to follow in the program development 

lifecycle         (6 marks)

            

      QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS) 

a) Explain two types of programming errors and identify the possible cause of each 

           (4 marks) 

b)  Using a flowchart, illustrate the execution of a nested if else statement  (5 marks) 

c) Write a C program to accept a number input by the user and checks whether it’s odd or 

even and outputs the appropriate result. Use if ... else statement  (5 marks) 

d) Using a function write a C program to multiply two numbers and output their product

          (6 marks)

          

       QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS) 

a)  Describe how programming languages are classified   (5 marks) 

b) Explain two characteristics of a good programming language  (4 marks) 

c)  Using Switch statement, create a C program that prints the name of an input if it’s a 

digit. If it is not it informs the user that the number is not a digit. Use numbers 0 to 3 

in the program        (6 marks) 

d) Write a C program which will output your name on the computer screen (5 marks) 

 


